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The Vitaprotech Group is proud to announce the appointment of Mr. Jean-François Galtier 
as Chief Product Officer (CPO), effective September 1. This appointment is of major strategic 
importance for our Group, demonstrating our strong commitment to sustained growth, which 
requires a reinforced structuring of our activities and management.

Working closely with Olivier Reyre, recently appointed Chief Technical Officer, Jean-François 
Galtier’s main mission will be to define the Group’s product strategy, while helping to drive 
innovation within our product portfolio. Together, they will form a complementary management 
team determined to make Vitaprotech the essential choice for the security solutions of the future.

As CPO, Jean-François Galtier will also lead the Group’s research and development (R&D), 
alongside Olivier Reyre. Their work will focus on three crucial areas:
• Cybersecurity: They will lead efforts to strengthen security systems, thus protecting 
sensitive customer data against emerging digital threats.
• SaaS development: they will oversee the growth and innovation of Vitaprotech’s cloud services 
(SaaS), offering our customers flexible and scalable solutions.
• Artificial Intelligence: they will coordinate the integration of advanced technologies to anticipate 
and solve the most complex problems.

Trained as an engineer, Jean-François Galtier brings with him a wealth of professional experience 
in product development, team management, and software creation in the SaaS field. He has 
acquired exceptional technical skills that are crucial for the realization of our strategic development 
plan. Having worked in numerous countries, his international profile will also be a valuable asset 
in accelerating our international expansion.

This appointment marks a significant milestone in our commitment to remain at the forefront of 
innovation and provide top-notch security solutions to our clients.

We welcome him to the Vitaprotech Group and wish him every success in carrying out his new 
responsibilities.

Eric THORD
President of the Vitaprotech Group
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About Seven2
Seven2 is an independent investment company, wholly owned by its partners, specializing in the 
financing of SMEs and SMIs in continental Europe. Seven2 invests in high-potential companies in 
four sectors of specialisation: Tech&Telecom, Consumer, Healthcare and Services. Seven2 works 
with entrepreneurs to provide them with the expertise, support and financial backing they need to 
achieve responsible growth.

About Vitaprotech 
Supported by Seven2 and BPI, Vitaprotech is an international group of leading companies specialized 
in the development and manufacturing of solutions in the sectors of intrusion detection, access 
control and intelligent monitoring. 
For more than 10 years, the Vitaprotech group has been committed to its enterprises to accompany 
and support them in building a safer future for all. Vitaprotech is positioned as a leader in the security 
market thanks to its global and consolidated offer for securing physical access to professional 
and sensitive sites. The group is pursuing its ambitious development strategy both in France and 
internationally, with the aim of becoming a global reference in the field of security. 
The Vitaprotech group counts more than 450 people in 13 companies around the world and has a 
turnover of more than €82M in 2022. 
www.vitaprotech.com


